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Abstract
Statistical analysis in the game of professional field lacrosse is very much in its infancy. In the spring and summer of 2016, the William Penn High School Sports Analytics Club collected data
contributing to attempted shots from the 2015-2016 Major League Lacrosse (MLL) regular seasons. Using SAS JMP Pro 12 software package, the club will analyze offensive indicators such as
shooter, primary and secondary assists, shot location zone, shot initiation, shot type, handedness, distance from net, and shot result to answer previously unanswerable questions in Major League
Lacrosse.
Introduction
The primary challenge for lacrosse teams on offense is to
maximize the value of each opportunity when they possess the
ball and equivalently to minimize that value when their opponent
possesses it. For years, lacrosse has evaluated a player's offensive
contributions by shooting percentage, goals, and assists. In this
study, we look to provide alternative data to effectively evaluate a
player’s contribution to team success through Expected Goals (xG)
and a player's performance in comparison to league averages.
Questions posed in this study include:
● What are the expected goals for given field areas?
● Are there common team shooting tendencies?
● Who are the league’s best shooters?
● Is a two-point heavy shot strategy feasible in pro lacrosse?

Observations
Benefits of Analysis
There are a variety of benefits to this type
of analysis. Shot quality will allow us to
provide information on opposition
analysis, player acquisition during the free
agency period, salary allocation, along
with other methods.

Player-Specific (Will Manny - BOS) Visualization

Components of Shot Quality

Discussion

The following items were considered in the analysis of each shot
attempt. Each shot attempt was manually tracked through video
footage from live games.

We have presented a method that models individual and
team-specific density maps for shot generation in Major
League Lacrosse. Our representation also provides an
accurate low dimensional summary of shooting habits
and an intuitive basis that corresponds to shot types
recognizable by lacrosse fan, coaches, and front office
personnel.
Lastly, our representation provides a
summary of shot quality in relation to league averages.
We feel that this research can benefit an organization in
evaluating its own talent, acquiring assets through trade
and free agency, and pre-game scouting and opposition
analysis.

Variables Tracked in Shot Study:
● Zone of Shot

● Shooter

● Result of Shot

● Goaltender Save Quality (Clean/Messy)

● Handedness and footing

● Shot Situation (EMO, fastbreak, etc.)

● Offensive Team

● Defensive Team

● Primary/Secondary Assists

● Primary/Secondary Defenders

● Shot Attempt Distance From Net ● End of Possession Result

Denver Outlaws Density and Zone xG Mapping

We see a few directions for future work. First, we feel
that there is a lack of data into player defensive
contributions in the game of lacrosse and those
contributions are often misunderstood. We feel that
work on this subject can be done with the data already
collected. Lastly, with known player salary information
we feel that studies into market inefficiency can be
investigated.
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Table above provides Expected Goals information for each of the twenty-two field zones. Column 1
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Graph above illustrates Will Manny (Boston Cannons) Zone shooting percentage and shot density in relation
to field zone. The five breakdowns are color coded and highlight zones where shots are well below, below,
average, above average, and well above average for the 2015 and 2106 Major League Lacrosse seasons.

Graph above illustrates the Denver Outlaws Offensive Zone Shot Attempt Densities. Color coded on this map
includes Denver’s zone specific shooting percentage difference in relation to the league average for the
2015-2016 season. Note: All team players (regardless of position, and all shot attempts regardless of result,
were considered in this visualization.
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